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Recommendation 1
The study groups from this workshop continue to
collaborate with the goal of reporting progress at the
Coastal Altimetry workshop in Pisa Italy on November
5 to 7, 2008.

Recommendation 2
Coastal Zone altimetry is a secondary mission
objective, after open ocean, for the currently planned
altimeter missions.
Coastal experts and coastal user needs should be
more involved in pre-launch design and post-launch
cal/val of missions.
Future mission design should take advantage of
technologies and enhancements that will further
coastal applications.

Recommendation 3
In order to fulfill the need for long-term altimeter
records a global coastal ocean data set shall be
produced containing all historical along-track and
auxiliary data and meta-data. Ideally, this will be
•in a common data format
•processed for multi-satellite consistency
•at the highest resolution possible (10, 18, 20 Hz)
•seamless between coastal and open ocean
•use best-available regional models to the extent
possible.

Recommendation 4
The large footprint of water vapor radiometers is a
major part of the error budget for coastal altimetry.
Future missions should consider ways to improve the
resolution, for example by adding higher frequency
radiometers.

Recommendation 5
We need further studies that integrate altimetry with
in situ data and models in the coastal zone, in order
to
better understand coastal processes
and
demonstrate the value of altimetry in coastal
observing systems.

Findings, tracking
We expect “standard” (Brown model) retracking to be
adequate seaward of 20 km from the coast.
90% of waveforms are Brown-like seaward of 10 km
from the coast.
Constrained retracking can reduce noise.
Adaptive (non-Brown model) retracking can recover
data closer to the coast, however, intercalibration of
the track point and wind- and wave-dependent biases
will need to be studied.

Findings, wet troposphere, 1
Atmospheric “rivers”~200 km wide increase IWV near
the coast.
0.5˚, 6-hourly models lack structure with ± 2 cm Kudelay and less than 100 km half-wavelength
High-resolution coastal models show model gradients
of 5 to 6 cm of delay per 100 km.
WVR can be used > 50 km from coast; at closer
distances, land emissivity causes several cm of error.
SSMI land contamination begins 200 km from the
coast.

Findings, wet troposphere, 2
Two parallel mitigation strategies are in development.
1, based on correction of brightness temperatures for
fraction of land contamination
2, filling holes with model data, possibly adjusted for a
bias or bias and slope.

Future missions may consider the use of higherfrequency channels.

Findings, tides
Tides are strongly dependent on bathymetry.
Compound tides (e.g., M4) have significant amplitude
in shallow water and may contribute 6.6 cm to the
global RMS misfit of models to gauges.
RMS errors in models are around 2.4 cm in deep
water and ~12 cm in shallow water, but this value is
highly dependent on locality.
The wavelength of the tide error will depend on depth.
The best approach may be to merge local and global
models, but this is resource and labor intensive.

Findings, IB
The ocean’s response to pressure forcing at shorter
than 20 day periods is not as simple as an inverted
barometer.
The MOG2D/DAC model shows a big (how big?)
improvement over simple IB, especially at coastal and
high-latitude areas.
(What length scale is the error that is improved?)
The S1/S2 atmospheric tides need further
investigation.
Local models should be developed.

Findings, Sea State Bias
SSB is EM, skewness and tracker-dependent.
To first order, SSB is 1 to 5 (typically 3) % of SWH.
Present models adjust SSB based on SWH and U10.
New, three-parameter models (SWH, U10, age) differ
from two-parameter models by 2 cm in shallow water
and at SWH < 1.5 m.
Local empirical coastal models differ from globalaverage models by ± 3 cm.
Wave-current interactions are not yet accounted for.

Findings, SWH
Altimeter data are a very useful source of SWH
profiles in the deep ocean.
Deep ocean SWH data are typically averaged for six
seconds for comparability with large-scale wave
models.
Correlation scales appear to fit the Monaldo model.
In coastal areas, SWH correlation scales can be as
short as the wavelength.
Satellite orbit sampling issues show up as differences
in apparent wave height climatologies.

Findings, Programs
Currently, agencies treat coastal altimetry data
acquisition as one of a group of secondary objectives,
of lower priority than open oceans.
Coastal experts and coastal user needs should be
more involved in pre-launch design and post-launch
cal/val.

